Meet the team
Current Projects

Here are two features we're working on this month:

* Beta Features
  * Media Viewer

  * A collaboration with Design and VisualEditor teams.
Beta Features

Preferences

Here are some new features we're considering for testwiki. Please try them out and give us your thoughts, so we can improve them based on your feedback.

About Beta Features | Leave feedback

- Automatically enable all new beta features

Media Viewer

28 users have enabled this feature.

Improve your multimedia viewing experience with this new tool. It displays images in larger size on pages that have thumbnails. Images are shown in a nicer Lightbox overlay, and can also be viewed in full-size.

Typography refresh

15 users have enabled this feature.

Updates typography of the Vector skin to improve readability, accessibility and consistency.
Beta Features

Purpose
• Try out new features before they are released
• Let developers test with many users, without disrupting others

Users
• Logged-in users only

First Features
• Media Viewer — view images in large or full size
• Typography Refresh — make text more readable
• VisualEditor Formulæ — edit algebra or equations

Demo
Media Viewer

Purpose
• Offer a better viewing experience
• Show images in larger size

Users
• All users

Features
• Show large or full screen images
• Display useful info below images
• Coming soon: new collaboration tools

Demo
Zonotrichia atricapilla

A Golden-crowned Sparrow in British Columbia, Canada

Start a conversation about this file

From Wikimedia Commons

1 February 2016 (12:06)

Vancouver, Canada. View map

Golden-crowned sparrow

Edit tags

More

Used in

Wiki Loves Birds Canada 2016

Featured in campaign

Golden-crowned sparrow

Wikipedia article
A Golden-crowned Sparrow in British Columbia, Canada

I think this is better than the current image used in "List of birds of Canada", consider replacing it in the article.

Commented by Kim Robin

Used in

Wiki Loves Birds
Canada 2016
Featured in campaign

Golden-crowned sparrow
Wikipedia article
Next Steps

• gradual release of Beta Features:
  - MediaWiki.org
  - Meta.Wikimedia.org
  - Wikimedia Commons

• full release on all wikis: November 21

• more features coming soon
  - Nearby
  - VisualEditor Language editing

• available to other teams and developers

• enjoy and let us know what you think!
Multimedia Features

Here are next features we are working on in 2013:

• **Media Viewer 0.2** (larger images, next/previous, video)

• **Upload Tools** (fix bugs, GLAM batch upload)

• **File Notifications** ('your file was used')

2014 projects:

• **Structured Metadata**
• **File Feedback**
• **Campaigns**
• **Video**
Learn more:

mediawiki.org/wiki/Multimedia

Join our mailing list:
lists.wikimedia.org/mailman/listinfo/multimedia